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About This Game

Army Men II, the sequel to the best-selling title Army Men, takes plastic toy soldier warfare into the kitchen, bedroom, front
yard, and garage. Once again Sarge will lead 5d3b920ae0

Title: Army Men II
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
The 3DO Company
Publisher:
2K
Release Date: 22 Mar, 1999
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I wish it had the old AI battles it use too. But it lost them due to the updates. They can still be modded back in. It is still a center
piece to my heart this game.. I FINALLY GOT THIS GAME AND I CAN PLAY IT AFTER TWELVE YEARS OF
WAITING.. So, I bought this just to write the review, but I remember waking up early in the morning as a kid before school
just to play this. This is my single favorite game of all time and the memories this game brings back can only be discribed as
"Eyes closed remembering days long gone with a smile and a nestalgic tear". I already had 1 and 2 on GOG, but how could I
resist my favorite game? Anyway though, even without the multiplayer, it still holds that warm feeling I got when I played it as a
kid. A classic example of a good game. It's not too different from the old disc version. speaking of disc, I still have my discs for
the origional. I own too many copies of this game.. The game unfortunately didn't age well but I'm here for the memories so I'm
recommending it lol. Worked fine on Win 10.. It's as good as I remember it, even if they don't have custom battle. Now only if
they'll release the army men world war edition i'll be set for a trip down memory lane.. The removal of the multiplayer skirmish
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is one thing, but my issues is that the game always crash whenever i alt-tab, or there is a notification that force the game to go
minimized, since the game will only run in full-screen mode, and won't even load in a windowed mode. any notification will
force it to minimize then crash. it's almost unplayable except you disable all sort of notification.. good to play this game again
but why did they remove the offline multiplayer? was there a reason?. A certain upgrade from the first Army Men! Over all this
captures the original style of play with a bit more refined controls. GamePlay is okay in the sense of objective and combat, a
strange mix between RTS and top-down 3rd person shooter. Soundtrack is really bad, like bottom of the free music barrel bad,
disabling music will resolve this. Graphics are solid for the age considering it is almost 20 years old. Overall this is an alright
game if you are looking for old-school games but outside of that it's certainly nothing you would look twice at. Get this game on
sale.
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